
GUIDELINES & FAQ’s – USE OF VIDEO CLIPS 

GUIDELINES FOR PROPER EDITORIAL USE OF VIDEO CLIP(S):  
- short clips only (less than 1 minute in duration)  
- give credit to source  
- content of clip must be directly related to - and the actual subject of - your post  
- do not upload video that you know comes from a professional outlet or broadcast unless your use is 
*PURELY* editorial  
- you have a bit more flexibility for clips that you recorded yourself, or that a member of your community 
recorded and has given you written permission to use 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:  

1.  What do you mean the video has to be used in an editorial way, or that the use must be "purely 
editorial"?  

You should only be including video in your posts if the video is specifically related to your posts.  If your 
blog post is analyzing the specific content that is captured in the video (if you are commenting on a play, 
a player, something that happened during the event), there is a good chance that use of a short (less than 
1 minute) video clip that shows what you're talking about (and gives credit to the source of the video) will 
constitute "fair use" under the copyright laws and/or will not be objectionable to the copyright owner.  

You cannot just include video on your page because it's relevant to your team, or current for your sport. 
 You cannot upload video from an event/game as all or part of an archive of cool stuff.  Your site cannot 
function as a repository/library of footage from key events/games, unless we specifically license video 
clips for that purpose.  

2.  Is there a rule about the maximum length of a video clip that can be used for editorial purposes?  

We're going with the less-than-one-minute rule, and in most cases, editorial use of a video to illustrate a 
point you're making in a blog post should be much shorter in duration than 1 minute.  Think 5-15 seconds. 
 One minute should be the exception, rather than the rule. It's hard to imagine that you would need an 
entire minute of footage to show what you're talking about in a post.  

3. Can I use video that I find on YouTube (or another video site)?  

As long as you did not upload the video on YouTube, you did not ask someone else to upload the clip(s), 
and you had nothing to do with the clips getting on YouTube, you may link to video that you find on  
YouTube (using the YouTube embed code).  

4.  Can I upload video to YouTube or another video site, and then display on my site using the 
embed code?  

Not unless you recorded the footage yourself, or you know who did and you have written permission to 
use it, and the actual recording definitely did not violate any rules or prohibitions on recording (example: 
 tickets to professional sporting events prohibit ticketholders from recording the events, as such recording 
would violate exclusive broadcast rights).  

5.  Can I use video that I took?  

Yes, as long as you did not violate any rules or prohibitions on recording (example:  tickets to professional 
sporting events prohibit ticketholders from recording the events, as such recording would violate exclusive 
broadcast rights).  If you had the opportunity to interview a player or catch batting practice or catch a 



glimpse of an athlete headed out on vacation, and you caught the moment on video, and you want to talk 
about the content of the video in a post, then you can probably use that video...as long as you're not 
making untrue statements or allusions about the people in the footage, or saying things that could ruin 
their reputations, etc.  

6.  Can I use video that a member of my community sent to me?  

Yes, as long as the community member says (in writing) that it's original video footage and that 
community member did not violate any rules or prohibitions on recording (example:  tickets to professional 
sporting events prohibit ticketholders from recording the events, as such recording would violate exclusive 
broadcast rights).  If someone had the opportunity to interview a player or catch batting practice or catch 
a glimpse of an athlete headed out on vacation, and the moment was captured on video, and you want to 
talk about the content of the video in a post, then you can probably use that video...as long as you're not 
making untrue statements or allusions about the people in the footage, or saying things that could ruin 
their reputations, etc.  Please be sure to keep the correspondence (email is fine) from the community 
member that confirms that it's original video footage, that he didn't violate any rules in taking it, and that 
you have permission to use it.  

7.  Can I create a video montage from clips from multiple sources?  

Usually, no.  Not unless there's a specific editorial reason for doing so.  For example, following the death 
of a sports figure, you might be able to cobble together footage from a few sources to pay tribute to  
the contribution the guy made to the sport without running afoul of copyrights.  But reach out to Lauren 
Fisher (our General Counsel) to help you navigate these waters (lauren@sbnation.com).  

8.  How do I get permission to use someone else's video?  

You want to have the permission in writing.  Email is fine.  The email should say the name of your site 
and the fact that you have permission to post the footage.  It should also confirm that the person/entity 
granting permission is the owner and has the right to grant you permission.  Ideally, the permission 
should not have any time limitation or expiration  

9.  If a site is offering an embed code to distribute/syndicate video, can I use it to embed the video 
on my site? 

Yes, if the site is offering an embed code, it's usually an invitation from that site to go ahead and embed 
the video on your site (although some video sites' terms of service limit the license to non-commercial 
sites, so please be sure to check that).  HOWEVER, just because the video site is cool with you taking 
and embedding the videos that are uploaded there on your site does not mean that the owner of the 
underlying video would be cool with that (in instances where the person who uploaded the video to 
YouTube or the other video site was not the copyright owner -- for example, where a user uploaded clips 
from television broadcasts). That's why we still need to do the "fair use" copyright analysis; in other 
words, only take short clips and use them in an editorial way.  

Also, even if we are not hosting or serving the video content, we could be found liable for copyright 
infringement, if our display/distribution is unauthorized.  (We will absolutely take the initial position that we 
found the video on YouTube, and assumed that it was authorized to be distributed through the YouTube 
video player, etc. But we all know that assumption won't prove true 100% of the time.)  

BOTTOM LINE:  Just because we find the video on YouTube or a video site does not mean we have the 
right to do anything we want with it. You still need to be sure to limit the footage, and only use it in an  
editorial way (as part of your specific analysis of the moments captured on video).  If you're not sure if 
your intended use falls into that bucket, give Lauren Fisher (our General Counsel) a shout-out and she 
will help you figure it out (lauren@sbnation.com).  



10.  What about EXTRA RULES?  If I took the video footage, can someone else place restrictions 
around how I use it? 

We always have to abide by any extra rules that are placed around attendance at an event by a 
team/league/venue, and any video shot at the event.  Training Camp is a good example:  If the teams  
ask that clips only be displayed for 24 hours, then that is the condition of the license.  Just because you 
took the video doesn't give you carte blanche to do anything you can think of with the clips; you need to 
abide by any conditions that were placed on your access to the event.  

If you have additional questions about audio clips and podcasts, please send them to Lauren Fisher (our 
General Counsel) at lauren@sbnation.com.  All questions will be answered promptly; any questions of 
general interest will be added to this document. 

 

NOTE:  This set of Guidelines & FAQ’s was published to the whole network on Google Groups in 
Feburary 2010. 
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